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Beautiful Bible cover! It displays the Names of Jesus on the front, and a nice handle on the spine. I

love it. I took it to church and it took up a minimum amount of space when open, unlike my other

one that had large handles that would hit my husband. The pen holder made it possible to take

notes so I did not have to be reaching around trying to find a writing instrument. This was a wise

investment.

I rally love the cover. I have had so many compliments on it.... I was afraid that the handle would

give me problems due to a comment I had read but so far no problems....Thanks

This is a great bible cover! I have a nice bible and I wanted to do something to protect it and make it

last a really long time. Not only do I get that from this, it's nice. Quality and I'm in love with it!!! It's

great, there are also spots inside for higighter and pens and then there enough space that I can

keep extra papers and notes and bookmarks in the back. It's exactly what I needed and I highly

recommend:)

Love this bible cover. The Medium size is the perfect fit for my bible w/o being too big. It has 2

pen/pencil bands to hold one of each, which I like. The zipper is sturdy and seems to be able to hold

up over time. I also like the smaller handle, just enough to grab and go. The names on the front are

just a simple reminder of who He is for us every day. My only wish would be some kind of pocket to

keep some note cards in. I wish the back had a zipper pouch or maybe on the inside. Other than

that, It is a wonderful cover.

I was excited when I ordered this case. until...it arrived. The measurements are dead wrong! I

ordered the medium for my medium size bile. No way, the item I received is the one in the

description as far as the size goes. The actual medium measurements of the item is received are:

10" x 71/4' x 2". The color is also wrong. It is DARK almost Brown. I don't mind the color, but the

measurements is an issue..... I'll have to return it since it does not fit any of my bibles. Other than

that, it's a very nice looking product.

This cover replaced one that had sentimental value (it was my Mother's), but this one is large

enough to cover the larger print Bible I use today, plus carry daily reading schedules, etc. Thank

You.



This is an absolutely beautiful cover! It's dark burgundy (almost brownish/burgundy) - very rich

color. I ordered the medium size. My Bible (8 1/8 x 5 1/2) moves around in it a little, but not bad. So

glad I purchased it!

Love it, but have to return it because these run large and it did not fit my Bible and it won't fit anyone

else's Bible in my family. I would have loved it if it had fit.
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